Introduction
On September 11, 2001, terrorists attacked the US in New York City and Washington, D.C., killing almost 3,000 innocent people. While homeland security was a minor concern prior to that event, the issue immediately leaped to the forefront of the minds of most Americans in the days following the attack. Politicians quickly began debating different policy actions in the following weeks, allocating millions of dollars to build up infrastructure geared toward identifying potential terrorist activity and preventing a future attack. As the new policies were created and implemented, the controversy surrounding the new policies grew. What should the policies be? Should the government be able to read citizen's e-mails and track the books they check out of the library or the websites they visit? Should illegal immigrants be permitted to come into the country and under what circumstances? Should border security be increased at the expense of tourism? How much power should the government have in the name of protecting the homeland?
This book contains more information about these and other controversies related to homeland security. In Chapter 1, the reorganization of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), an agency established to assist citizens after disasters such as the 9/11 attacks, is considered. The agency was reorganized after the terrorist attacks, leading some to argue that the new agency became ineffective and unable to respond as it should. What should the future hold for this group? Another question raised by many politicians concerns the costs of our new homeland security policies. It is clear that the new policies are expensive and the US must pay more for the new programs designed to ensure Americans' safety. But do these increased costs mean we are safer? Are they truly preventing a future attack? This controversial debate is the topic of Chapter 2.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are related to law enforcement's role in homeland security after 9/11. In the days after the attack, many state and local law enforcement agencies created fusion centers as a way to gather and analyze intelligence on homeland security. The question soon became, are fusion cenxiii ters a proper role for local police? This question remains unanswered but described in Chapter 3. While local police were developing new policies, federal law enforcement agencies were reorganized and expanded. Many continue to wonder if this expansion has succeeded in protecting Americans and if it is worth the increased budgets. The question of whether a larger federal law enforcement is effective is debated in Chapter 4. Another technique adopted by police in the post-9/11 period is Intelligence-Led Policing. Under this approach, law enforcement collects information about a crime and uses that as a basis for action. However, does this lead police to violate the civil rights of innocent people? This controversy is the basis of Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 poses the question, is the threat of terrorism on the rise? Have the agents within the Department of Homeland Security succeeded in keeping Americans safe from terrorists? What should they do in the future? Chapter 7 concentrates on the role of citizen volunteers in providing aid and assistance to those injured in the event of a disaster, either natural or man-made. To what extent should citizens be involved in responding to emergencies, or should we rely on volunteers at all during such a critical time?
The question posed in Chapter 8 is one that has received a substantial amount of attention since 9/11. What should be the US policy toward holding those individuals detained in the War on Terrorism? At this point, we hold detainees in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Some have alleged that the inmates are held unfairly, without formal charges or being given basic human rights. Should the US continue to maintain this facility? And if not, what do we do with the detainees?
More controversy surrounds the law passed by Congress in the weeks immediately following the terrorist attacks called the USA Patriot Act. This statute gave law enforcement increased power of surveillance over citizens. Should the police be able to do things like track communications and search a person's personal records without their knowledge? This and other provisions are debated in Chapter 9.
One of the most controversial policies in the US at this time is immigration at the American-Mexican border, especially related to thousands of unaccompanied children entering the US. What should the US do with all of these people who seek to come into the country illegally?
Each chapter of this book examines a different controversy by providing the reader with a history of the issue along with evidence supporting all perspectives. While these disputes will undoubtedly continue for many years, debate will help to clarify what our policies should be regarding the security of the homeland. xiv
